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" UNITYOF RELIGIOUSHISTORY"AND " UNIVERSAL
LEADING CONCEPTSOR MEREHORIZONS
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS":
ON THE WAY TOWARDSA WORLDTHEOLOGY?

Michael Welker
University of Minster

It is a familiar fact that it is difficult for revolutionary "worldviews" to gain
recognitionand acceptance. The most successful way to overcome this problem
was termed by Hegel Aufhebung. In the ideal case envisaged by Hegel, Aufhebung says that the new "worldview," or the theory which articulatesthat worldview, reconstructswithin itself elements of the old perspective on the world,
together with a critique of that perspective. However, the preservationof old
worldviews in new theories can also take a more straightforwardform. Only
rarely do new worldviews emerge thoroughly developed. As a rule they continue to employ numerousleading concepts which belong to the older tradition.
Only after a relatively long period of time are the old leading concepts replaced
or reformulated-or, on the other hand, is the new theory withdrawn. We are
well acquaintedwith such a course of events. But that does not prevent us from
living de facto with theoretical orientationstowards the world which represent
mixed forms of old and new theories. We simultaneouslyemploy new perspectives and old observations,new forms of thoughtand old theses. We think that
we can enjoy the new cake and still eat the old one. This situationusually leads
us to form an unrealisticpicture of the power of the newer worldview. We fail
to recognize the fact that new worldviews, as a rule, substantiallyoverextend
their credit. The dangers of grantingtoo much credit to these new conceptions
are seldom seen clearly and are often underestimated.
Admittedly,the tensions between old and new initiativesare sometimes fruitful; recognitionof these tensions can propel furtherdevelopments. But this possibility can mislead us into underestimatingthe radical effects and the relative
deficiencies of the new worldview. By continuingto employ a whole ensemble
of evidence from the old worldview, we fail to see the ways in which the new
worldview is creeping in. This blocks us off from a clear-headedestimate of the
newness of the new worldview, and of its capacity for achievement.
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This dynamic corresponds thoroughly to our self-understanding of the
"new," "revolutionary" worldview which Wilfred Cantwell Smith presents in
his book Towards a World Theology.1 Smith regards history and historically
mediatedreality as polycontextualand multiperspectival,an ever-changingmultiformity, a multifariousvariety of interconnections,interactions,interrelations,
and interpenetrationsof events.2 Intellectual commerce with this basic vision
requires very demanding theories. Such theories must be relativistic in their
basic structure, yet they must at the same time describe and regulate the
transformationof apparentindeterminacyinto determinateness.
It is no exaggerationto say that the most importantcontributionsto this new,
relativistictype of theory in our centuryhave come out of Harvard. One thinks
above all of A. N. Whitehead'srelativisticcosmology, and in fact his terminology appearsoccasionally in Towards a World Theology.3Significant contributions to this "new generationof theories" have also come from Talcott Parsons4
and Nelson Goodman.5Today-and in this estimation I agree completely with
Smith-all contributionsof substance to the human sciences must place themselves in a conscious relation to this polycontextual and multiperspectival
worldview. Naively monocentric theories-that is, theories which permit only
one system of reference-as well as all forms of theories of a two-storied or
stratifiedworld, no matterhow sophisticatedtheir internal structuresmight be,
no longer correspondto our imputationsof reality.6
This article concentrates on two conceptions which might be regarded as
"leading concepts" on the new path described in Towardsa World Theology:
the "Unity of Religious History" and "Universal Self-Consciousness." I will
reflect upon the transformationthese leading concepts undergoin the framework
of the new theories.

lWilfred Cantwell Smith, Towards a World Theology: Faith and the ComparativeHistory of
Religion (Philadelphia:Westminster,1981) esp. 49 - 50, 54.
2Theseexpressions appearparticularlyin the firstpartof the book.
3This holds true not only for the notion of "process" and its more detailed characterization,but
also for interestin orderswhich are transindividualand yet concretely lived, for the imputationof a
reality structuredin pluralisticways, for the usage of the words "nexus" and "event," and for the
criticismof "bifurcation." This, however,does not mean that Smith takes over Whitehead'stheory.
4Cf. Talcott Parsons, "Field Theory and System Theory: With Special Reference to the Relations between Psychobiological and Social Systems," in Daniel Offer and Daniel X. Freedman,eds.,
Modern Psychiatry and Clinical Research: Essays in Honor of Roy R. Grinker, Sr. (New York:
Basic Books, 1972) 3-16. See also the texts mentionedon p. 3.
5See Nelson Goodman, The Structureof Appearance(3d ed.; Dordrecht/Boston:Reidel, 1977);
idem, Waysof Worldmaking(Hassocks:Harvester,1978).
6Cf. Michael Welker, "Hegel and Whitehead:Why Develop a Universal Theory?" in G. R.
Lucas, ed., Hegel and Whitehead:ContemporaryPerspectives on SystematicPhilosophy (Albany:
SUNY Press, 1986) 121ff.
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I will describe, in two lines of thought, several difficulties involved in trying
to connect these leading concepts with the theory based on the new worldview.
I then ask the question of how the conceptions of "Unity of Religious History"
and "Universal Self-Consciousness" can be preventedfrom becoming indeterminate representationswhich serve as mere horizons, as mere boundaryvisions.
Unlike more conventional conceptions like "history" and "self-consciousness," such conceptionshave no power to direct theoreticaldevelopment. I will
then ask whether the new conceptions achieve anything more than ciphering
vanishing points of integrationin a process which remains beyond conceptual
grasp.
In the third section I will consider several impulses of the book Towards a
World Theology, and ask whether the new worldview allows more specific
processes of attunementbetween religious symbol systems than these ciphers
suggest.7 Finally, I will give a short general description of these processes of
attunement,which make differentiatedcooperation-instead of a fusion or an
abstractopposition-of theologies and the comparativestudy of religion feasible and indispensable.
THE "UNITY OF RELIGIOUSHISTORY" AND THE PROBLEM
OF DETERMININGTHAT UNITY

ThroughoutTowardsa World Theology, Smith speaks of "whole history,"8
and above all of the "unity of religious history" (3, 6, 18, and passim). Of
course, he is not thinking of a simple continuum or a determinate,unilinear
arrangementof facts or events. His basic thought is of a "coherence" of
events, "a web of humanrelationships"(42), whose connection could in principle be perceived or "read" in variousperspectives. At firstglance it seems possible to attribute"unity" and "wholeness" to such a nexus, like we attribute
"unity" and "wholeness" to a network of roads, or a labyrinth. But this view
becomes problematicin light of the polycontextualand multiperspectivalcondition of our theories. Does history in general and religious history in particular
exhibit only one optimal course? Or can we attributeto history only a determinate or determinablenumberof centeringsof nexus of events, so that we can
speak of "unity" and "totality" with regard to a nexus of events which is in
some sense one nexus? The "old worldview" answered this question in the
affirmative. The impressiveness of the timeline and the imputation of an
7The functionof ciphers is to cover that which cannot be determinedin orderto proceedas if the
undeterminedwere clear. Cf. Niklas Luhmann,Funktionder Religion (Frankfurt:Suhrkamp,1977)
33 - 34, 84-85.
80n the "total history of the world," "the world historyof the whole," etc., see Smith, Towards
a World Theology, 17, 19, 37, etc. The page numberscited in parenthesesin this article refer to this
book.
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ultimate invarianceof historical facts cooperatedin establishing the foundation
of this belief in the "unity of history."
In many of his statements about "historical facts," Smith seems to attach
himself to this belief: "I take historical facts seriously: we must accept them,
in all their stubbornness. . . and their uncancellabletruth. Historicalfacts may
not fit into our conceptual patterns;but they remain facts, thus to be accepted
and revered" (20). On the basis of this presupposition,which for the "old
worldview" went without question, one can indeed speak of an "empirical
awareness" of these facts (18) and of an "empirical understandingof history"
(55). Moreover, on this basis a process of maximizable comprehensionof the
coherence and unity of history can be envisaged-a process in which increasingly more facts become revealed in their uncancellable truth and with their
interconnections(18, 21, and often). The operative conception here is of a history which stands fast in its elements-a history which, while advancing
knowledge of the connections of its elements, discloses itself more and more
completely to the unobstructedknowledge of its truth. This conception of history is so familiar to us that we are inclined to call it a "naturalview." Smith
strengthensthe plausibility of this conception of history by giving examples
which seem to supportit, as well as the idea of the unity of religious history.
Although his examples are few and, as he says, peripheral (15), they are
neverthelessimpressive. I will examine the most impressive and most common
of these, the "Tolstoy example."
Referring to research by David Marshall Lang,9 Smith examines Tolstoy's
shift from the worldly life to the spiritual, along with the narrativematerial
which motivatedthis shift. He shows that the motivationfor Tolstoy's shift can
be traced back to a traditionfound in countless culturaland historicalcontexts.
Smith suggests that the medieval Christian consciousness "in no negligible
part" was formed by a story whose central theme was "the renunciationof
worldly power and wealth by a young prince." This prince leaves "the world
of pomp and pelf and worldly power to seek instead moral and spiritualtruth"
(8). Smith then notes that this medieval story, which underliesthe Tolstoy story
and which appearsin many languages, itself has a Greek version underlyingit;
and the Greek version, a Georgian; the Georgian, an Arabian;the Arabian, a
Manichaean;the Manichaean,a Buddhist;and so on. But just as this historical
trace can be followed back from Tolstoy, so can it be extended beyond his lifetime. Gandhiand MartinLutherKing are two possible heirs of this legacy.

9David MarshallLang, The Wisdomof Balahvar: A ChristianLegend of the Buddha (London:
Allen & Unwin; New York: Macmillan, 1957); idem, The Balavariani: A Tale from the Christian
East Translatedfromthe Old Georgian (Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1966).
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Within the boundaries of the new polycontextual and multiperspectival
worldview, the Tolstoy example remains an interestingly arranged nexus of
discoveries. But Smith cannot be permittedto draw a logical inference from this
nexus to one unity of religious history, to an increasinglydisclosed truth,and to
a sequence of historicalfacts subjectto empiricalperception.
From the perspective of the "new worldview," what we have here is an
abstractand ambiguousnexus of determinatenarrativematerial: a standardized
change of individuallifestyle, along with didactic and power interestswhich are
religious as well as political. As historicalfact this nexus is multivalent.
Consideronly a few of the numerousquestions which urge themselves upon
us in the new framework:
1) What would argue, in principle, against reading the Tolstoy story from a
non-religious perspective as a politically and morally informativereportof the
voluntarybreakingoff of the career of a well-to-do or powerful person? If this
were the case, one would then have to recognize that this story, precisely
because in itself it is not specifically religious, is open for numerous, even
heterogeneous religious variations. In any case, to use the story as a central
proof for the unity of religious history would appearunder these conditions to
be highly problematic.
2) To the extent that one is interested in "empirical" facts, what would
speak against differentiating the traditionalmaterial into : (a) primarily biographicalstories, which are psychologically and morally informativeand which
follow a comparablestructureof types; and (b) stories which are primarilyconcerned with employing this structureof types in the battlefieldbetween the religious and the political system. If one were seriously to make room for such
questions, the possibility of clearly disentangling"religious history" from other
historicalcontexts would be called into question.1
3) Finally, what would argue against fine-tuningobservations,for example,
in the direction of specifically Christian images, to such an extent that other
traces, such as those which bear the impression of the Judeo-Christianlaw of
mercy, would be seen as alternativeforms of integration? In that case other
connections and selections would result. These combinationscould be informed
by a general religious interest, without reaching the breadthof perspective to
which Smith aspires.
In posing these questions, I am doing only that: I am not yet choosing an
option. I am also not maintainingthat it is not possible and meaningfulfor both
perspectives (indeed, for many more) to coexist. On the contrary,I think that in
fact all these perspectivescan be assumed alongside each other. Many (not all!)
'?In order to supportSmith's thesis under these conditions one would have to maintainthat the
unity of religious history and a unity of "the whole history" converge.
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events can be disclosed in several (not all!) perspectivesand attitudesof abstraction. So far, so pluralisticand relativistic.
In this frameworkof the "new worldview," which to a large extent Smith
employs as his fundamentalpoint of departure,it becomes very difficult to
speak of a "stubbornnessof historical facts" and of their "empirical perception." Of course there are stubbornfacts which can be termed "empirical":
events which pin down an individuallife, condition, and age of texts, buildings,
movements in naturalspace which are testifiedto beyond the shadow of a doubt.
However, these are not yet "historical" facts in the strict sense. In no case are
they "historical" facts in the sense of the "new worldview." They lack the
individuallymeaningfulrelationto other events. As Smith would say, they lack
interconnectedness,interdependence,interferences,and interpenetrations.However, when we reach the level on which empiricalfacts can and do become historical facts, even the nexus of events which are most verified and, so to speak,
most stable can, in principle, be read from other perspectives (which are also
based on data), and with differentresults.
It is a questionof the level of abstraction,supportedby data, whetherthe Tolstoy example is amenable to a strongergeneralizationby type, or whether it is
understood,for example, as an element of political and moral history. The story
could remain open with regard to religious content, but remain indifferent to
such content. It would therebysurmountinterpretationin terms of the history of
religion.
But the "new worldview" does not only relativize belief in the empiricity
and stubbornnessof historicalfacts. Within the new frameworkthe assumption
of the unity and totality of religious history also finds itself in need of
justification. It is not the case that we need only to look more and more closely
at an increasingly intricatemesh of historical facts in order to come nearer and
nearerto the one religious historyand its truth. The dataof the Tolstoy story not
only give occasion to an impressivevision, on Smith's high level of abstraction,
of continuity and unity in the history of religion. But the same data can also
give occasion to numerousother perspectives on religious history and history in
general. Some of those perspectives partially intersect and are to some extent
compatible with one another;others conflict with one another. These other perspectives may appear narrower,weaker, and more short-sightedto people like
Smith who are interested in the nexus of associations of traditionalreligious
material. Yet inasmuch as those perspectives take into account other facts and
other nexus than those emphasized by Smith, it is difficult to avoid granting
recognition to their claim upon unity and totality of history, as well as the disclosure of truth.
It seems impossible to reject this consequence of the "new worldview": that
old visions of unity and totality are dissolved by means of a multiplicityof unities and totalities, which is relative to events and perspectives. These relative
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unities and totalities cannot simply be integratedaccording to the old model, as
parts of an overarchingwhole. Each and every specific disclosure of a relative
unity and totality of this sort, as well as the mediation of these unities among
each other, cannot be grasped in a universalizablemodel. In the "new worldview," it remains undecided whether increasing knowledge furthers unity or
difference, universal understandingor ultimate confusion. Only at the price of
complete indeterminacycan this vision of reality accept an ultimate unity and
totality of history.
Since this ultimate unity does not and cannot display any structure,its name
is arbitrary.One can employ artificialwords or names for thatpurpose,or resort
to conventional concepts of totality: universalhistory, world, fullness of meaning, process, etc. Here we are dealing not with conceptions, which guide
processes of knowledge, but ratherwith ciphers, which cover and conceal that
which cannotbe determinedor thoughtout.
The observationthat employing the conception of history as a conception of
totality allows the talk of unity and totality of religious historyto become a mere
cipher could cause one to shrinkback from the "new worldview." Towards a
World Theology stands in the way of such a withdrawal. It halts our retreatto
conventional conceptions. Smith does this by making central a second leading
conception which takes seriously the problematic situation which we have
described-namely, the polycontextualand multiperspectivalconstitutionof the
historical-and reacts to the challenge posed by this problematicsituation. This
conception is thatof "universal, corporate,critical self-consciousness."
"UNIVERSAL SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS"AND THE
PROBLEMSOF OBJECTIVITYAND CERTAINTY

The problemwe are concernedwith here is how divergentperspectivesof the
world or of events can be mediated, without one perspective, in the name of an
overarching unity and truth, declaring other perspectives to be deficient, and
forcing them to conformity. It is precisely to this problem that Smith's second
central conception of "universal, trans-cultural, corporate, critical selfconsciousness" responds. This concept is introducedboth as a "new principle
of verification" and as the "goal" and "ideal" of specifically "humane"
knowing (60). It describes a regulative principle for a form of interpersonal
knowledge which transcendsboth the "subjective" and the external, "objectifying" aspects of reality. In the words of Smith: "The only knowledge that is
accurateof the history of religion, and indeed of culture, and indeed of human
history generally, is a knowledge that participatesin the consciousness of those
involved" (63).
At issue is not only the problemof how one's own experiences can be mediated with those of others. Also at issue is the difficult problem of how one's
own and alien experiences can be mediated, given the fact that both are
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imprinted and stabilized experiences. How can imprinted experiences that I
have made of myself and of others be mediated with imprinted experiences
anotherhas made of himself and his experiences of us?
This problem appears chronically in interreligious communication or, in
Smith's words, in mediations between different "religious processes." The
problem also appearsin communicationsin which confessional solidificationof
perspectives is supposed to be both preservedand overcome. Furthermore,the
problem, as we saw, appears when one attempts, in light of the "new world
view," to attune divergent historical perspectives. Indeed, in relativistic
cosmologies such as Whitehead'sthis problemis a basic operation. On the level
of individualanthropology,we confront the difficulty that no humanbeing sees
with exactly the eyes of another, that nobody lives the life of another. With
further "convergence to simplicity," the initial thesis runs: "No two actual
occasions can have exactly the same relative actual world."1 Once one has
become sensitive to this difference between one's own perspective and an alien
view, one can ask how a mutual understandingcan be reached which takes in
the (stabilized) other's perspective and either participatesin it or allows participation in one's own perspective. To speak in an abstractand simplifiedmanner,
the matterat issue is an attunementof internaland externalperspectives.
At this point Smith employs terminology in a way I must call into question.
At issue is the determinationof "objective" and "objectivity." Objectivityof
knowledge is described throughout as "external knowledge," "externalist
approach," manipulating and conceiving from the outside (57ff., esp. 68,
69 - 70, and passim).
That seems to me to be an oversimplification,indeed a caricature of the
meaning of "objectivity." If one concentrates on a simple subject-objectstructure,12on the aspects of externality and manipulation in characterizing
objectivity,the very importantcharacteristicsof reproducibilityand connectability as well as the communicable determinacy of objective knowing are
neglected. Above all, Smith does not make it clear that the internalperspective
can be objective and objectifiable,and that the external perspective can be subjective to the point of being unattainable,erratic,and bizarre. It is here that I see
a fundamentalproblem in Towards a World Theology. In interreligiousdialogues we have to reckon with requirementsfor understandingwhich cannot
simply be led back to the old subject-objectmodel (cf. 69). The question is how
to mediate between objectified-i.e., determinate,attuned, and reproducible'l Cf. Alfred North Whitehead,Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology (correcteded. by D.
R. Griffinand D. W. Sherbume;New York:Free Press, 1978) 210.
'2Certainly,the contrastingof person-to-personcontacts with person-objectrelationsis very plausible. Concepts like I-Thou, I-it, subject-subject,and subject-objecthave had a history of great
effect. However, these approachesare insufficientfor the determinationof objectivity.
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internal perspectives and similarly objectified external perspectives, which
neverthelesscannot be transformedinto each other without furtherado. That is,
they remain mutually external. The fusion of "objectivity" and "external
approach," which we find in Smith, hinders the clarificationof the task lying
before us.
On the other hand, I agree with Smith's criticism of the popularmisconception that objective and concrete perspectives are identical. Moreover, his criticism of an ideology of a universal or even "perfect" objectivity is fully on target (69-70, 75-76, and passim). There is no objectivity which does not
abstractand is not selective and reductionistic.
I retainthe perceptionthat both the approachfrom without and the approach
from within can be subjective or objective. The task of understandingwhich
Smith describes as "corporate,critical self-consciousness" cannot be abstractly
determinedagainst the effort for objectivity. No doubt the effort for objectivity
does not do justice to life. In fact, in order to reach objectivity-that is, strict
repeatability and reproducibility-we must relatively fix that which we are
observing, or consider it only in termsof aspects which can be fixed.
However, historical knowing which unfolds with increasing differentiation
cannot correspondto such objectivity. As Towards a World Theology repeatedly emphasizes, the process of objectificationdoes not do justice, above all, to
human beings in their living, developmental dynamic and freedom. Most
importantly-and this is the decisive objection against mere objectivity-the
objectifying process of observation immunizes itself, by being a process of
observation, against the formative impulses which proceed from our fellow
humanbeings and from the achievementsof spirit.
But what is the alternativeto the objective approach? Smith's answer is that
we have to develop a form of understandingwhich makes possible the mutual
appropriationof ways of perceiving the world.13He calls this "the new mode of
humane knowledge ... in terms of a disciplined corporateself-consciousness,
critical, comprehensive,global" (78-79).

13Thisis obviously more easily demandedthan clearly projected. Whoever occupies himself or
herself with questions of communicationtechniques and of tact-not to mention the problems of
penetratingtheir logic-experiences the difficulties of forming even mutual boundaryperceptions
between our own perspectivesand those of others. But even in these boundaryperceptionsa nonobjectifying, mutual taking over, and attuning of perspectives has not been reached. As soon as we
leave the realms of concreteencountersand of communicationwhich has become routineand familiar, we quickly find ourselves in an intellectualno-man's-landwith regardto the planningof concrete
communication. It is unforeseeable how others' ways of perceiving the world are supposed to
become accessible to us without religious, philosophical, and popular-culturalobjectifications,and
much help from "la raisondu coeur."
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Smith is well aware of the fact that this passing over from the old I-centered
self-consciousness to a new, universal, we-centered self-consciousness is not
easily understood. "It may seem cavalier to assert that all knowledge of man by
man is ipso facto self-consciousness. The assertion is true only in so far as all
humankindis one. And it becomes operative(and salvific) in so far as that unity
is seen, and felt; is willed" (57).
By "universal self-consciousness" Smith does not mean a conventional
philosophicalconception of self-consciousness. Neither does he mean the effort
to have the unity of a self-certaintywhich cannot be circumventedand a capacity for self-relativization take effect in a moral pressure towards universal
understandingand equalization. Only occasionally does Smith's argumentation
seem to lie along this line (cf., e.g., 101-2, 103), thus joining itself to exemplary and influentialprojectsof the philosophyof modernity.
Such projects startedfrom the I-centeredconception of self-consciousness as
the principle of equality and objectification. Everybody can activate the
knowledge of "I think" with regardto thoughtshe or she has thought.14He or
she thus thinks of himself or herself not only with regard to the thought or
thoughts she or he definitely thought,but also "in relation to indefinitelymany
possible thoughts."15This does not mean that the self-consciousness believes it
contains all the contents of all possible thoughts. Rather,the self-consciousness
is the certaintythat I can actualize the knowledge "I think" with regardto all
thoughts I have thought and will think. This is why we ascribe to ourselves a
particularfamiliarity with ourselves and a sense of security and confidence in
our world.16It is because of this undeniableconnection between self-confidence
and (decomposable-not diffuse!) world-confidencethat self-consciousness can
be attributedto and expected of every thinking being: it is the principle of
equality and objectification.
Precisely that which in the basically individualistic and formal point of
departureof the theory of self-consciousness was the unquestionedfoundation
becomes a problem in Smith's "new" conception aimed at a "world theology." Neither the certaintywhich could not be circumventednor the expectation of objectificationand reproductioncan be supposed as constitutive of the
new, universal, corporateself-consciousness, which goes back to forms of life
influenced by culture and religion. It remains unclear how "self-consciousness" is to direct the exchange between corporatelylived forms of life whose
14HereI follow the theory of self-consciousness developed in Kant's Critique of Pure Reason,
and Dieter Henrich's systematic reformulation of its central argumentation. Cf. D. Henrich,
Selbstverhdltnisse.Gedankenund Auslegungenzu den Grundlagender klassischendeutschenPhilosophie (Stuttgart:Reclam, 1982) 178ff.
15Henrich,Selbstverhdltnisse,179.
'6Cf. ibid., 180-81.
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elements are irrevocablyformed in a definite way. Smith does not offer a theory
of the spirit a la Hegel,17which in its constellation of problems would have to
set out from this level.
In fact, the universal self-consciousness which Smith finally refers to as an
"ideal" or a "goal" displays the same structureas the universalunity of history
which we discussed in the first section: a cipheringof universalmutuality. This
universalmutuality-a boundaryvision of many of today's projects in theology
and philosophy-is devoid of a rule of process and a groundingcertainty.
Thus Smith's road to universal self-consciousness leads into a desert.
Attempts to participateconsciously in this self-consciousness are, in Qohelet's
terms, a "striving after wind."
The attemptto take seriously and preserve the individualityof lived cultural
and religious forms of life has failed. So has the attemptto transformintegrative conceptions like "unity of history" and "self-consciousness" in order to
clear the way to comprehensive mutuality within a new worldview. Such
attemptsare certainlyworthyof all sympathyand all exertion. Yet solutions are
hard to come by; promises and moral appeals centered on ciphers can hardlybe
considereda satisfactoryorientation.
But what if Smith's suggestions are seen not as a solution but as a description
of a problem? What if one understandsthem as a challenge to conventional
conceptions and forms of individualand social self-consciousness-a challenge
aiming at the attunementof internal and external perspectives? This approach
to Smith's suggestions is taken in the following section, which considers a common advance in different kinds of work in theology and the comparativestudy
of religion.
RELIGIONAND REALISTICSELF-CONSCIOUSNESS:THE MEANING
OF THE RECONSTRUCTIONOF FORMEDEXTERNALPERSPECTIVES

Why is it conducive to our inquiryto confrontthe conventionalconception of
self-consciousness with the problem of the attunementof internaland external
perspectives?
First of all, the "new" polycontextualand multiperspectivalworldview sensitizes us to this problem. Moreover, the cultural situation of our day, repeatedly describedin Towardsa WorldTheology (3ff., 49ff., 8 ff., and esp. partIII),
has not only led to a franticaccelerationof communicationand an oversupplyof
communicationstimulationsand content;it has also called into question conventional ways of fixing and preserving identity, e.g., through "history" or "selfconsciousness."

17WolfhartPannenberg'smost recent publicationsalso aim in that direction;see Anthropologiein
theologischerPerspektive(Gottingen:Vandenhoeck& Ruprecht,1983) esp. 472ff, 502ff.
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We are incessantly confrontedwith the fact that our environmentsees us in a
multiplicity of perspectives which differ from our own ways of understanding
and presentingourselves. Our "self" thus meets us pluralized. It meets us in
these external perspectives in a mannerwhich is often so multifacetedand dissociated that we have great difficulty successfully continuingto employ old strategies of integrationlike historical-biographicalserializing or unity of pure selfcertainty. The difficulties are multiplied when these complex perspectives
present themselves as objectified. This occurs in role and image conflicts in
individuals,but above all in communicationbetween social units.
Communicationbecomes extremely difficult between social units which are
accustomed to explicit and stable self-definition, and which must treat such
self-definitionsas indispensable(e.g., churches). To the old, familiar problems
of uniting self-definitions in the spheres of history, dogmatics, the institution,
and popularpiety are now added the difficulties of locating oneself in the contexts of other fixed, attuned, recognized perspectives, and of relating to this
objectified self. Of course, even in a pluralisticand intensively communicative
culture, one could theoreticallycontinue to react to this constellationwith accusations of heresy and other techniques for insulating oneself from the perspectives of others, however woeful, immoral,or unscientificthat might be.18But in
our presentculturesuch a renunciationof an attunementof internaland external
perspectivesresults in an unrealisticrelationto oneself.
The problem with this development is that the increasingly illusory relation
one has to oneself can easily remainhidden. One continues to employ the same
canonized history,the same dogmatics, the same liturgy,the same buildings. So
why does the relationothers have to one change? One continuesto be interested
in the course of the world, continues to have one's ethos, one's norms, one's
good intentions. So why do others see this differently? Why do they agree in
perspectiveson us which we cannot share? Why do they simply lose interestin
continued communication with institutions which have been tried historically
and are richly structured?
This process, which one can well understandfrom the perspective of the
"new worldview," can be described as a deformationand shrinkageof one's
perspectiveon the world. If a person or group of persons lives with an unrealistic relation to its own objectified self, it no longer understandsthe world. The
attunementof its own, relative world to the worlds in which others live no
longer succeeds, or it only succeeds so selectively that, out of necessity, one
receives only one's own program.

18Moreover,in the face of divergentor even conflicting perspectives,there is a procedurewhich
opposes those perspectivesin ordercomfortablyto privilege one's own position: "x sees me or my
theory thus; y sees the opposite. Now I will say once more how it really is."
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For churches, this process is strengthenedthrough arrangementswhich earlier counted as magnificent achievements: stabilizing dogmatics, liturgies,
centering on certainpersons and places, etc. One can, of course, try to react to
this situationwith dissolution of structure,renunciationof self-definitions,ideologies of unboundedopenness, and forms which sociologists term "organized
chaos." One can theoreticallytransformall the leading conceptionsof the tradition into ciphers, all nexus of thoughtinto theses and aphorisms,and use up the
tradition'scredit for determinacy,as long as that credit lasts. This road leads to
a destructuringand dissolution of religious symbol-systems. Whether new
symbol-systems will be constructed at the same time, and whether the most
integrativeand plausibleof them will win out, is somethingwe do not know.
The way which offers itself as an alternativeis more laborious,but leads less
into vagueness. This way, just as maintainedin Towards a World Theology,
requires a sensitivity for the difference between internaland external perspectives. This way also claims that, under today's conditions of communication
within the frameworkof the new, polycontextual,multiperspectivalworldview,
internalperspectives cannot be stabilized and maintainedin lively effectiveness
without externalperspectiveson oneself which are self-projected,but externally
controlled. In order to know its own identity, a church, for example, must also
project an outline of external perspectives on itself. In this respect theology
should attemptto reach again the conceptional level of the biblical texts. From
very subtle and very complex reflections on Israel in the perspective of foreign
peoples to Paul's seeming relativism (1 Corinthians9; Romans 14), biblical
texts contain numerous forms of thought which are a challenge to any systematicapproach.
A church, for example, cannot let an outside agent relieve it of the task of
reconstructingthe externalperspective, assumingthe churchdoes not want simply to subjugateitself to an ensemble of already present impressions and opinions. The reconstructionof these externalperspectivesis thus a theological task,
although practitionersof religious studies are in an excellent position to insist
upon the fulfilling of this task. At the same time, this reconstructionof the
externalperspective runs the danger of being dominatedby, and even absorbed
in, the internal perspective. This results in wishful self-presentation and an
unrealisticrelationto oneself.
In order to avoid this, the reconstructionof the external perspective must be
directedtowardsuniversalagreement. Here again it is helpful for theology to be
embedded in the academic disciplines. However, this control is not enough.
The reconstructedexternal perspective must also appearin court before judges
who emerge within this perspective-in this case other bearers of religious
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processes.19The laborious path of multiple processes of coming to an understanding regarding the adequacy of the external perspectives is unavoidable
here. Do we see correctlyhow you see us? How do you see us in our perspective on you? In this laborious process of coming to an understanding-a process which alone is capable of uniting maintenanceof structureand mediation
of perspectives-the comparative study of religion is highly important. This
discipline is in an excellent position to preselect the external perspectives on
enduring, and thus highly objectified, relative perceptions. Above all, it can
preselect the external perspectives on agreements between self-presentations
and alien representations. The comparative study of religion can stand guard
over the objectivity of the representation,of other expressions and of their perspectives on others (how we see others and how others see us). It cannot, however, stand in judgment of a particularreligious tradition's own dogmatically
defined expressions.20Through cooperation between theologies and the comparative study of religion unrealistic self-perceptions and self-presentations
could be corrected,along with mutual distortionsand simplified perceptions of
the world. The goal of the process would be the formationand furtherdevelopment of realistic religious symbol-systems, adequateto the moder world. The
goal would not be "unity," but understanding-community despite and in the
midst of attuneddifference.
This process includes the best possible mutualunderstanding,but it does not
spare the labor of differentiatedunderstanding. It does not allow for reductionistic ways of seeing (e.g., that all religions ultimatelywant and say only the
same and only one thing). Truthmay unite, but it is not immediatelysimple. Of
course, this is not to deny from the outset that all participantsin this process are
strivingafter the knowledge of the "God who is eternallyrich" or the "fullness
of the Godhead." It is only to assert that every knowledge of God must prove
itself in its unfolding, in its power to cultivate and to mediate knowledge of self
and world.

19Mutatismutandis,also secularconversationpartners,bearersof political authority,mass media,
etc.
20Forthe mediation between dogmatic structuresand universalrelativistic theories, see Michael
Welker, "Barth'sTheology and Process Theology," TToday43 (1986) 383ff.

